
 
 

 

Trick or Treat 

1. Score Basic Black Base at 5 ½”, Fold and Burnish. 

2. Run one Gorgeous Grape layer through machine using the Leaf Fall Folder, then go over with a Blending Brush 

and Memento to highlight leaves. 

3. Cut 5” of the Mesh Ribbon and wrap around the right side of #2, adhere to the Base. 

4. Die cut the scary tree and House from Basic Black scrap. Adhere the house to the back using Liquid Glue. 

Using the scraps of Mango Melody place behind the windows. Set aside. 

5. From the kit remove a Ghost and adhere to the house/scary tree as shown.  Now put Dimensionals on back of 

all 3 and place on the bottom left side of card as shown. 

6. From the kit cut a 1 ¼” x 2 ½” piece of Fresh Freesia, stamp sentiment using Gorgeous Grape ink, trim edge to 

make a banner.  Adhere to the scrap Basic Black and cut to mimic the banner to give a small border all around. 

Place Dimensionals on back and place over Mesh Ribbon on bottom right of front. 

7. From the kit you will place some of the stars on the front as shown. 

8. With the ink from the kit (Orchid Oasis) stamp the Ghost from the kit on inside White. Stamp bats from kit on the 

top as shown. I splattered with a Black Marker, I had s smudge had to hide it!  Layer onto Gorgeous Grape and 

adhere inside card. 

 

                                                                           

Supplies 

Stamps: Spooky Treats (PP September) 

Inks: Memento Black, Gorgeous Grape, Orchid 

Oasis 

Paper: Basic Black 4 ¼” x 11, 2 ½” x 5” (scrap), 

1 3/8” x 2 ½” 

Gorgeous Grape 4” x 5 ¼” (x2) 

Fresh Freesia (in kit) 1 ¼” x 2 ½” 

Basic White 3 ¾” x 5” 

Mango Melody scrap for window 

Embellishments: Metallic Mesh Ribbon, stars 

included in kit 

Tools: Leaf Fall 3D Embossing Folder, Scary 

Silhouettes Dies, Blending Brush 

 


